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Abstrak
 

A library is an ever-changing organism. When done the right way, weeding helps a library thrive by

focusing its resources on those parts of the collection that are the most useful to its users. This handbook

takes the guesswork out of this delicate but necessary process, giving public and school library staff the

knowledge and the confidence to effectively weed any collection, of any size. Going through the proverbial

stacks shelf by shelf, Vnuk explains why weeding is important for a healthy library, demonstrating that a

vibrant collection leads to robust circulation, which in turn affects library budgets; walks readers through a

library's shelves by Dewey area, with recommended weeding criteria and call-outs in each area for the

different considerations of large collections and smaller collections; features a chapter addressing reference,

media, magazines and newspapers, e-books, and other special materials; shows how a solid collection

development plan uses weeding as an ongoing process, making it less stressful and more productive; offers

guidance for determining how to delegate responsibility for weeding, plus pointers for getting experienced

staff on board; gives advice for educating the community about the process, how to head off PR disasters,

and what to do with weeded materials. Includes a dozen sample collection development plans, easily

adaptable to suit a library's individual needs. Filled with field-tested, no nonsense strategies, this handbook

will enable libraries to bloom by maintaining a collection that users actually use.

 

The very word can throw terror into a librarian's heart, but "weeding" is an essential part of a balanced

collection maintenance program. Vnuk shows that, since a library is an ever-changing organism, weeding

can help it to thrive. She stresses the importance of looking at each section as a separate entity with its own

requirements, and that each library must generate standards to condition and shelf space based on their own

needs.
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